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The Publicizer
Newsletter of the ASA Section on
Sociological Practice and Public Sociology

Public Sociology on the Web

Some sites to consider as teaching and research resources
Public Criminology: http://thesocietypages.org/pubcrim/
Stanford's "Recession Trends" : Data and tools:
https://www.stanford.edu/group/recessiontrends/cgi-bin/web/home
The Sociological Cinema: Teaching Sociology through Images:
http://www.thesociologicalcinema.com/1/post/2010/07/1984-is-already-here1.html
Public Practices of Sociology: http://sspps.wordpress.com
The Society Pages: http://thesocietypages.org
Gapminder: Data and online analysis tools: www.gapminder.org
ISA's Public Sociology Live: www.isa-sociology.org/public-sociology-live
Public Sociology Canada: publicsociologycanada.wordpress.com
Applied Sociology (blog): http://othersociologist.com/category/applied-sociology-2/
ICPSR: Public data and online analysis tools:
http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/ICPSR/index.jsp
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Letter from the Chair

Note from the Editor
I would like to thank the
Council, Chair, Webmaster,
and Past Editors of the
newsletter for their support in
getting me started on the new
edition .
Having worked in sociological
practice and academic
sociology, public sociology is
a subject that is close to my
heart. The other part of my
heart is occupied by teaching,
and I see an important role for
practice and public sociology
in undergraduate and
graduate education. To this
end I collected some useful
weblinks for our feature, and I
hope you enjoy the newsletter
as a whole.
Chelsea Starr, Editor
Send contributions to
ThePublicizer@gmail.com

Henry H. Brownstein, Senior Fellow,
NORC at University of Chicago
At this time those of us who as we all do, these are really
are professors are faced with interesting times. And it is a
the start of a new semester
good time to be talking and
and those of us who work in sharing ideas with likegovernment agencies or live
minded people in similar
on funding from those
situations.
agencies are trying to regain
our balance after standing at The American Sociological
the edge of a cliff. Those of
Association has over 14,000
us who work in the private
members. It would be
sector are carefully
impossible for any one
watching our step around
member to know all the
the outcroppings of an
others, and difficult at best
uncertain economy.
for all members to know
any one. It also makes it
So we are all occupied with
easy for members to
our work and maybe even
become lost in the crowd or
distracted by it these days.
to feel isolated from other
But if you practice
people in the field. There
sociology and especially if
are other reasons, but in
you do so in a public space,
part this explains the need

“Maybe my bias is showing, but to me that seems
like something that should be of interest to just
about everyone who is a sociologist. Why become a
sociologist if you have no interest in practicing
sociology?”
for Sections.
As described on the ASA
website, “Sections are
officially-recognized groups
of sociologists who share a
common interest in a
specific topic.” There are 52
ASA Sections each with
members who share an
interest in something
sociological. In some
Sections members share an

interest in social theory, and
in some they share an
interest in social scientific
research and methodology.
Some Sections have
members who share the
same sociological
orientation, and in others
members share a mutual
interest in a particular social
institution or a specified
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“See you in New York.
Bring your friends.”
area of social experience. Not every
sociologist teaches but many do, so
naturally there is a Section whose members
share a common interest in teaching
sociology.

sociology do not seek out others who
similarly studied and do sociology. Next
summer in New York at the ASA meeting
should be a good time and place to get
together with other sociologists who share a
common interest in being a sociologist,
doing sociology, and doing it in the public
interest. It will be an opportunity to spend
time together and share ideas, thoughts,
and opinions about all the interesting things
going on around us and what it means to be
a practicing public sociologist in this
environment.

Some sections by definition could or should
be of interest to all or at least most
sociologists, and perhaps notable among
those is the Section on Sociological Practice
and Public Sociology. On its website the
Section notes that its purpose is “to
advance sociologically-informed research
and practice,
furtheratpublic
of
Sed ettotellus
quamdiscussion
sagittis pharetra.
Donec faucibus sagittis justo.
sociological issues, and to promote the use
of sociology to inform public policy.”
See you in New York. Bring your friends.
Maybe my bias is showing, but to me that
seems like something that should be of
interest to just about everyone who is a
Henry H. Brownstein
sociologist. Why become a sociologist if
Senior Fellow
you have no interest in practicing
NORC at the University of Chicago
sociology? Why practice sociology is you
have no interest in taking what you learn
and informing people who can use that
information to make decisions and take
actions that might benefit society? But in
2012, only 333 of the 14,000 ASA members
(2.4%) were members of the Section on
Sociological Practice and Public Sociology.
Given the world we live in it is surprising
that more people who studied and do
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ASA Highlights and 2012 Award Winners

Robert Dentler Student Practitioner Award
Oren Pizmony-Levy, Indiana University
Kathleen “Casey” Oberlin, Indiana University
Michelle Lueck, Colorado State University

William Foote Whyte Distinguished Contribution
Award
Sed et tellus at quam
pharetra.
Donec
faucibus sagittis justo.
Robertsagittis
Groves,
Georgetown
University

The 2013 Robert Dentler Award for Outstanding Student Achievement
Is for up to two graduate students who have made a promising contribution to the field, such
as a project or paper in the areas of sociological practice and public sociology. Work done
within the three years prior to the conferral of the award will be considered. Products of
graduate-level classes, internships, or independent projects are eligible. An award recipient
who attends the 2013 ASA Annual Meeting in New York City will receive a cash award of
to offset travel expenses. Nominations should consist of a letter detailing the nominees
contributions, a copy of the paper or other project, and supporting materials such as a
curriculum vitae or resume, and/or other additional letters of support. Please send
nominations by May 15, 2013 to Henry Brownstein (brownsteinhenry@norc.uchicago.edu), the ASA SPPS Section Chair. Please also cc our Section
Secretary/Treasurer Angela Aidala (aaa1@columbia.edu). Self-nominations are
welcome.
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Member’s Bookshelf

NEW EDITION!

Sociologists in Action: Sociology, Social Change, and
Social Justice 2nd edition
Edited by Kathleen Odell Korgen, Jonathan White, and
Shelley K. White, Pine Forge, March 2013.
Sociologists in Action: Sociology, Social Change and Social
Justice, 2nd edition provides over 50 vivid examples of how
sociologists are using sociological tools to make a positive impact on our
society. It is filled with real-life examples written by sociologists describing
how they have used sociology to understand and influence the world around
them, giving clear examples of the power and usefulness of sociology in
working toward social change and social justice. Full and nuanced
discussions are grounded in the “real world” work of public sociologists.
tellus
at quam sagittis
pharetra.
Donec
faucibus
sagittis justo.copy
YouSed
canetsee
the extended
Table of
Contents
and order
an examination
by clicking here.

Food & Society by Denise Copelton, Ph.D.
This timely and engaging text offers students a social
perspective on food, food practices, and the modern
food system. It engages readers’ curiosity by
highlighting several paradoxes: how food is both
mundane and sacred, reveals both distinction and
conformity, and, in the contemporary global era,
comes from everywhere but nowhere in particular.
With a social constructionist framework, the book
provides an empirically rich, multi-faceted, and
coherent introduction to this fascinating field.
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Member’s Bookshelf
Canaries Reflect on the Mine: Dropouts’ Stories of
Schooling. Charlotte, NC: Information Age
Publishing By Jeanne Cameron.
In Canaries Reflect on the Mine: Dropouts’ Stories of
Schooling, Jeanne Cameron invites the reader to see
schooling and early school leaving through the eyes of
high school dropouts themselves. This study offers a
compelling and timely critique of the dominant,
neoliberal discourse on schooling and early school
leaving. It challenges conventional wisdom about
dropouts, and shows how the experiences and needs
of those who leave school early and those who persist
to graduation are more similar than different. They
implore us to see the dropout crisis as a symptom of
the alienating and dehumanizing school practices
Sed et tellus at quam
sagittisby
pharetra.
Donec
faucibusand
sagittis
advanced
No Child
Left Behind
Racejusto.
to the
Top.

Contemporary Drug Policy by Henry H. Brownstein
Routledge Series: New Directions in Critical
Criminology
This book focuses on the use of drugs in our lives and
how we respond to them. Whereas drug policy typically
centres on the problems of illicit drugs or licit drugs used
in illicit ways or circumstances, it instead considers the
wide variety of substances we call drugs as a normal part
of our personal and social experience and asks how and
when drugs benefit us as well as how and when they are
harmful. This book shifts our attention to making
policies that also recognize their legitimate and
7
constructive place in society.
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Members in Action
Donald Light, a past winner of the William Foote
Whyte Distinguished Career Award in applied
sociology, has won a faculty fellowship at the EJS
Center for Ethics at Harvard University for his policy
research on the epidemic of harmful side effects from
prescription drugs. Since winning the Whyte award,
Don has focused on applied research concerning the
dysfunctional ways in prescription drugs are developed,
approved, and prescribed. Together with Peter Conrad,
Allan Horwitz, and others, he has edited a short book
on THE RISKS OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
(Columbia Un Press 2010). The book was
commissioned by the Social Science Research Council,
without royalties, as an inexpensive overview for
general readers and students about this hidden risk
nearly every
family.
At Harvard
this
Sed et tellus at experienced
quam sagittisbypharetra.
Donec
faucibus
sagittis justo.
year, Light will be writing about the ways in which
drug companies bias medical science and medical
journals so that doctors and patients think drugs are
more effective and less harmful than they are.
Harry Perlstadt is serving as Secretary-Treasurer of the ISA Research Committee 46:
Clinical Sociology. He is also seeking people who would be interested in developing a
way for the section to send out "action alerts" to members concerning public policies,
legislation, regulations, etc. An "action alert" typically would contain information on an
issue such as funding for NSF or NIH. and a sample letter to send to Senators and
Congress. Sophisticated systems allow one to simply add their name and address and
click to send. If interested, contact Harry at hperlstadt@gmail.com

Bill Canak (Middle Tennessee State University), serves as Chair of the Research and
Resource Committee of the Tennessee Misclassified Employee Task Force. In January
2013, he and other Task Force Committee Chairs met with two Tennessee legislative
committees to present the Task Force's 2nd annual report to the legislature and discuss
Task Force findings and recommendations for legislative initiatives addressing employer
payroll fraud.
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Conferences
The	
  2013	
  meetings	
  of	
  the	
  Association	
  of	
  Applied	
  and	
  Clinical	
  Sociology	
  will	
  
be	
  in	
  Portland,	
  OR	
  October	
  3	
  –	
  5	
  at	
  the	
  Doubletree	
  Hilton.	
  
	
  
ASA	
  2013	
  annual	
  meeting	
  is	
  August	
  10-‐13	
  in	
  New	
  York	
  City	
  at	
  the	
  
Hilton/Sheraton.	
  

OPEN JOBS/POSITIONS
Sed et tellus at quam sagittis pharetra. Donec faucibus sagittis justo.
HeartShare Human Services of New York is seeking an MA-level quantitative
Research Analyst for program evaluation in the area of Children and Family and/or
Developmental Disabilities services. Contact Christina Comi at
:Christina.Comi@heartshare.org for more information.

HeartShare Human Services of New York is seeking an MA level Research Analyst to
report to the Director for Evaluation, Planning and Research, Quality Improvement
Department. Contact Stan.Capela@heartshare.org for more information.
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
The Beth B. Hess Memorial Scholarship is awarded to an advanced sociology Ph.D. student who began her
or his study in a community college or technical school. A student advanced to candidacy (ABD status) in an
accredited Ph.D. program in sociology in the U.S. is eligible to apply if she or he studied at a U.S. two-year
college either part-time or full-time for the equivalent of at least one full academic year that was not part of a
high-school dual-enrollment program.
The Scholarship carries a stipend to be used to support the pursuit of a Ph.D. in the amount of $15,000 from
Sociologists for Women in Society (SWS) and an additional $300 from the Society for the Study of Social
Problems (SSSP), as well as a one-year membership in SWS (including a subscription to Gender & Society) and
SSSP (including a subscription to Social Problems). The Scholarship will be awarded at the summer meetings
of SWS and SSSP. Recognizing Beth Hess’s significant contributions to the American Sociological
Association (ASA), ASA joins SWS and SSSP in supporting and celebrating the awardee at their Annual
Meetings, August 10-13, 2013 in New York City. The awardee’s economy-class airfare, train fare or driving
mileage/tolls will be paid by SWS. Each association will also waive its meeting registration and provide
complementary banquet and/or reception tickets for the awardee.
To honor Beth Hess’s career, the committee will be looking for:
•
•
•
•

High quality research and writing in the proposal and letter of application.
Commitment to teaching, especially at a community college or other institution serving lessprivileged students.
Research and activism in social inequality, social justice, or social problems, with a focus on gender
and/or gerontology being especially positive.
Service to the academic and/or local community, including mentoring and activism.

Applications for the award should be sent electronically as a single Word or RTF file via e-mail attachment to:
dcopelto@brockport.edu. Applications must contain in the following order:
1.

A cover sheet with:
• Name and full contact information, including phone and email
• Current academic affiliation, with years in attendance
• Community college or technical school attended, with years of attendance and number of
credits completed
• Name and contact information for graduate faculty reference
• If included, name of honored community or technical college faculty member
2. A letter of application (no more than 2 pages) describing the student's decision to study sociology,
commitment to teaching, career goals, research agenda, service and activism that would help the
committee to see how the Scholarship would be a fitting honor
3. Full curriculum vitae, including all schools, degrees awarded, years of study, and full or part-time
status in each
4. (Optional) A one-page letter describing a community/technical college faculty member who
contributed in a significant way to the decision to study sociology or pursue higher education
Applicants should also arrange for the following to be sent directly either electronically via e-mail
attachment or in hard copy:
1.

A letter confirming advancement to candidacy (ABD status) in a sociology Ph.D. program and
aid award, if any
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4.
5.

A letter of recommendation from a sociologist
Transcript (official or unofficial) from the community or technical college attended

Only the enrollment confirmation, letter of recommendation, and transcript will be accepted in hard
copy. Electronic copies of these materials are preferred and should be sent directly by the individual or
institution supplying them. Hard copies can be mailed directly to:

Dr. Denise Copelton
Department of Sociology
The College at Brockport, State University of NY
350 New Campus Dr.
Brockport, NY 14420

To be considered, all application materials (electronic and hard copy) must be received by
midnight on April 1, 2013.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Becky Hsu (Georgetown University), a past winner of the Robert Dentler
Student Practitioner Award, received a $856,000 grant from the John
Templeton Foundation for "The Concept of Fu in Contemporary China:
Searching for Well-Being, Purpose, and the Good Life in an Age of Anxiety”.
Anxiety."
If you have a job or fellowship opportunity that may be of interest to Section members,
please send to Angela Aidala, SPSS Secretary/ Treasurer, at aaa1@columbia.edu.

If you have material to submit to the next editor for the next issue of The
Publicizer, please email it to ThePublicizer@gmail.com.

CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS: THE PUBLICIZER

SUBMIT BY MAY 15TH 2013 FOR SUMMER ISSUE

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Short articles on your research, work, graduate programs
Essays on public sociology
Book publication announcements
Member news: promotions, moves, grants, new projects, awards
Conference highlights essays with photos
Short bios of award winners, and pictures
Useful weblinks
Conference Announcements
Calls for papers
Calls for nominations
Short job opening announcements
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ASA SPPS Officers and Council 2012-2013
Officers
Henry H Brownstein, Chair

NORC at the University of Chicago

brownstein-henry@norc.org

Philip Nyden, Chair-Elect

Loyola University Chicago

pnyden@luc.edu

Augusto Diana, Past Chair

National Institute on Drug Abuse

dianaa@nida.nih.gov

Angela Aidala, Secretary-Treasurer '14

Columbia University

aaa1@columbia.edu

Jennifer J Nargang Chernega '13

Winona State University

jchernega@winona.edu

Deirdre Aine Oakley '13

Georgia State University

socdao@langate.gsu.edu

Mario Luis Small '13

University of Chicago

mariosmall@uchicago.edu

Becky Yang Hsu '14

Georgetown University

bh297@georgetown.edu

Harry Perlsadt '14

Michigan State University

perlstad@msu.edu

Mary Ann Mason '14

Northwestern Children's Hospital,
Chicago

mmason@luriechildrens.org

Chloe E Bird '15

RAND Health Unit

Chloe_Bird@rand.org

Roy E Feldman '15

Behavioral Analysis New York

royfeldman@bainy.org

Kimberly Fox '15

Bridgewater State University

Kimberly.fox@bridgew.edu

Occidental College

sargent@oxy.edu

Council

Webmaster
Carey Sargent
Newsletter Editor
Chelsea Starr

chelseastarr@gmail.com
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